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*** This picture book title features vivid, full-color layouts with Kindle Text Pop-Up ***This fun and
beautifully illustrated book is about a little boy who thinks there are monsters all over his
bedroom and can’t go to sleep. He imagines there are monsters under his bed, monsters in his
closet, monsters living under his house and even monsters next to the window in his room! His
mother tries to reassure the little sleepy head that there are no such things as monsters and it’s
all in his head, but then… OH what rotten luck! You’ll just have to read this book to find out what
happens.Another quality children picture book from the father and daughter team of Michael and
Rachel Yu.If you enjoy this book, please check out How to Catch a Monster. It’s our family
favorite.

About the AuthorSchool Zone Publishing Company began as The School Zone Learning Center
in 1972. The Learning Center was a retail teachers supply outlet, specializing in sales to
teachers, with two stores in Grand Rapids, Michigan. About 1974, schools instituted changes in
educational methods that affected the home and schools. Changes included introducing new
teaching methods in math and English and eliminating workbooks provided on a shared basis
for home use. With these changes, parents experienced difficulty finding educational material for
use at home. Local parents turned to the Learning Centers, requesting workbooks and other at-
home teaching aids. In response, the Centers formulated six workbooks and printed 1,000
copies of each. The books sold out in six months. An expanded workbook series was developed
and received equally enthusiastic acceptance. School Zone Publishing Company was
incorporated in 1979. A new line of workbooks had been written and illustrated by late 1979. In
January 1980, the line was printed and School Zone began operations. Market response was
extremely favorable. The product line has expanded yearly and currently includes over two
hundred educational products.
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James N Simpson, “Well Formatted, A Story With a Twist. There's No Such Thing As Monsters
storyline wise is fairly basic compared to some of the author's other picture books. But like most
of his other work, time has again been taken to not only produce high quality illustrations, but to
format the book correctly so the pictures and words appear together on the screen like they
would in a physical picture book. This book displays in landscape mode, you can't read it in
portrait. A very basic but effective storyline of a little kid in bed not wanting his mother to leave
him alone scared pointing out various glimpses of bits of monsters he can see, and his mother
proving they are items of clothing or toys. The second half kind of contradicts the first half and
not real sure what the message is other than, there's no need to be afraid of monsters. But you
kind of would want a kid to be afraid of a large creature or worse a human who has somehow
gotten into the house and is hiding in his room. Contradicts safety messages particularly
stranger danger a little bit. As long as you had a conversation afterwards that if anything or
anyone ever is actually in your room scream and run to your parents immediately, I think this
book can be enjoyed for the fantasy it is.”

MARY MC FROM TX, “wow the colors in this book. Okay, I know when we read books, we are
supposed to look pass the pictures to the content but the pictures are gorgeous so I must say
the illustrations really bring life to the book. The book is awesome all by itself, but once you see
the colorful pictures, you'll know what I mean. In addition, the book was a funny story with words
that rhyme which is always a plus. The story is about a little boy who is probably sleeping in a
new room and is afraid that there are monsters. However his mother keeps showing him that
what appears to be a monster is only in his head when she proves her theory by showing him it's
only his trousers, truck, etc. that he thinks is a monster. Amusingly, the boy eventually
encounters a real live, sad monster. The monster says he has gotten such a bad reputation for
being scary that he has no friends. The boy befriends the monster and thus the relationship
between monsters and children change for the better. Read the book for the funny, cutesy
content and adorable pictures. You can't go wrong.”

Emma Hall, “A PERFECT Bed time book!!. Although an amusing read at any time for leisure, this
is the perfect bedtime book that conveys a message well-suited for sleep time "there's no such
thing as monsters"; making things easier for the parents in pacifying their kids' ultimate fear of
monsters. Tells the parents what's really stopping the kids from going to sleep on time - allowing
them to address the innocent concerns and help them overcome them along with the kid in the
story.My 3yo and 5yo laughed along as I read it to them and we had a lot to relate to the mummy
and kid in the story. So the poor under-the-bed monsters (if they really exist) are really sweet and
friendly after all! Eh? After the first reading I had a wonderful time as my kids spotted and
identified the monsters in their room as well. The sentences in the story, rhyme, that is great as



the kids love to sing along with them. The pictures are fabulous as well. A joyful read- this is
going to be a featured bedtime book for us for a long time. Fantastic; highly recommended!”

JJares, “A Sad Monster Rearranges a Child's Perception of Monsters:. Young kids love repetition
(How many times has your child read or listened to the same book?). In this story, the reader/
listener hears Mother's assurances that there are no monsters; but the children SEE the hiding
monster. This is delicious fun for younger kids: Mom is right there to protect her child but the
monster IS there. Michael Yu cleverly illustrates the monster in tones of soft purple. Children
may wonder if this monster is a friend or a fearsome enemy; but the author never lets the
monster seem too scary.When the child and his mother see the monster crying, they know that
this monster needs help. In spite of all the bad press about monsters, the child knows that he is
safe and he can help his new friend.”

Got to Catch Them All, “and on the shelf of objects that in the dark look like monsters. I love the
back and forth between .... There's no such thing as Monsters is the nightly monster checking of
under the bed, in the closet, and on the shelf of objects that in the dark look like monsters.I love
the back and forth between the child and the mom. It's cute and very typical of a night routine
that so many parents do in some form or fashion with their kids.My only con to this book on the
kindle is the sync to beginning is three pages into the story itself.When my daughter went
through the things that go bump in the night phase, this book was quirky enough to make her
laugh. It's simple and sweet and great for a kid who knows basic sight words as the mother
repeats her mantra a few times.”

cthor, “great for 2-5 year olds. This was a good little bedtime book. It's about how children see
monsters in the most mundane objects at night. Ordinary things are scary when combined with
the night. The story is not long or complicated. It had a nice rhyming prose and kept my little
one engaged the whole time. The pictures were clear and the words were not too small. I really
liked it and the book gave me a chance to use different voices without difficulty. It had a 2
thumbs up for my 3 year old son, who said and I quote, "I can go to sleep now." with a smile on
his face.  :)”

Moira Lacey, “It tells not to be afraid of monsters.. This book is about not to be afraid of
monsters. I think it has great resins why not to be afraid of monsters. It even tells that there are
monsters that are nice and others are mean. Some monsters are afraid of you and does not like
the ones that want to scare you. (And this is why I chose this rating). I chose it because, I thought
I could give it ALL four stars. I think There's no such thing as monsters is a great book for
children that are afraid of the dark because they think monsters will get them. It gives good
advice about not to be afraid of monsters. I think you should read this book and my article.”

Emacklyn, “Enjoyed. His was a lovely story my grandson enjoyed it and gave it four stars. A



lovely story. The art work is so colourful.”

Kathleen M Phillips, “really sweet story which takes the fear out of bedtime. Completely changes
monsters from scary to something children would love to see at night. Lovely lovely sweet
story.Completely recommended for youngsters of all ages.”

Oliver, 6 years old, “Great book. All the monsters were so cool. I loved every single page. The
story was awesome. It was hard to read because I am six but still loved it.”

The book by Michael Yu has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 426 people have provided feedback.
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